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METHOD OF FAN SOUND MODE STRUCTURE DETERMINATION 
COMPUTER PROGRAM USER'S MANUAL 
MODAL CALCULATION PROGRAM 
G. F. Pickett, R. A. Wells and R. A. Love 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group 
1.0 SUMMARY 
This computer user's manual describes the operation and the essential fcatures of  the Modal 
Calculation Program. the second of  two programs developed under the Method of Fan Sound 
Structure Determination Program, NAS3-20047. Jointly the two programs are used to deter- 
mine the coherent modal structures of inlet sound fields. The purpose of the Modal Calcula- 
tion Program i4. t o  calculate the amplitude and phase of modal structures by means of  acoustic 
pressure measurements obtained from nlicrophoes placed a t  selected locations within the fan 
inlet duct. These locations are determined by the first of the two programs. In addition, the 
Modal Calculation Program also calculates the first-order errors in the modal coefficients that 
are due to  tolerances in microphone location coordinates and inaccuracies in the acoustic pres- 
sure measurements. 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
New fan designs for modern high bypass ratio commercial engines utilize blade-vane interac- 
tion theory to the extent possible for contolling the propaga ion of interaction noise. Cur- 
rently. this theory defines the modes that can propagate. but has not been developed to  the 
extent that it can reliably predict the strengths of the propagating modes. 
Further noise reduction could be achieved if the propagating modal structure were quantified. 
Once the modal structure were defined, an analytical system for acoustic-treatment design 
could be utilized to  optimize treatment for a given modal structure, t o  produce more efficient 
schemes. In addition, the modal structure could be employed t o  verify developing theories of 
fan noise generation. To provide this capability by means o f  measured data the Method o f  
Fan Sound Mode Structure Determination Program (NAS3-20047) was urdertaken. The 
method would be utilized until a valid fan noise generation model on a model basis becomes 
available. 
The theory upon which fan spinning mode theory is founded was presented in 196 1 by Tyler 
and Sofrin (ref. 1 ), following extensive analytical and experimental studies. Later, Sofrin and 
McCann (ref. 2) derived the general form of a coherent acoustic wave in an infinitely long cy- 
lindrical duct which extended the theory to include effects of  axial flow. This equation 
expresses the coherent acoustic pressure at locations in the duct as a function of the ampli- 
tude and phase of the propagating modes comprising the sound field. These purely coherent 
signals, which are due to the contributions of the constituent modes. are extracted from the 
overall signal by enhancement techniques adapted at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft - the advan- 
tages of utilizing signal enhancement is discussed by Posey in reference 3. 
Both the anrtly tical expression derived for a general coherent acoustic wave and a signal en- 
himcement technique form the basis for developing a method t o  determine fan sound mode 
structures. The method, in principle, is capable of determining the amplitude and phase of 
d l  modes that can propagate at a given frequency. In practice, the number of modes that 
can be determined is limited by the storage capacity and the running time of the computer 
and by measurement and location accuracy. 
The method for determining fan sound mode structure (ref. 4) requires two computer pro- 
grams: a Microphone Location Program (MLP) and a Modal Calculation Program (MCP). This 
User's Manual describes the MCP; the MLP is presented in a companion Manual. 
The MLP identifies microphone locations in the duct for measuring acoustic pressures for 
input to the MCP that will insure a numerically stable solution. The MCP calculates modal 
structures from acoustic pressure measurements and calculates coefficients that can be used 
to  determine the sensitivity of the modal calculation procedure to  f m t a d e r  errors in 
acoustic pressure measurements and microphone placement. 
In the following sections. the algorithm for the modal calculations and the program elements - 
such as subroutines, functional elements, and principal element interrelationships - a1-e di6 
cussed. A description of the input parameters is included. The output format is also described 
and illustrated by a sample case. Finally, a listing of the program code is provided in 
Appendix B. 
3.0 PROCRAM DESCRIPTION 
3.1 ALGORITHM 
The Modal Calculation Program is an algorithm for calculating the modal structure from in- 
put data com;rdng acoustic pressure measurements and a finite set of modes. The general 
form of any ccherent acoustic wave in an infinitely long cylinderical duct having uniform 
axial flow can be written as the rzal part of 
and 
1 - M~~ 
where the notation is consistent with reference 1. 
Equation 1 can be written in matrix form where the measured p ~ s s u r e s  are obtained from 
microphone locations identified by the MLP. The equation system is solved in the usual 
manner by matrix inversion. The output from this procedure is the amplitude and phase of 
the coherent acor~stic duct modes comprising the inlet sound field. 
The input to the program consists of: the sound field in the duct comprising N acoustic duct 
modes, the geometric parameters (e. g. duct radius. hub-tip ratio), test parameters (e. g. freq- 
uency, axial Mach number, speed of sound), and measured acoustic pressure amplitude and 
phase at locations identified by the MLP. The cheracteristic nunibers that include the eigen 
O . the axial wave number kx, and the value of the cigen function E (LO,, pr) value k' m, I ,  
are calculated. 
In addition, this equation requires the input of acoustic pressure measurements, the number 
cf which exactly equal the number of specific modes. A set of equations can then be estab- 
lished with the number of equations equaling the number of acoustic measurements. This set 
was written in matrix form with the matrix coefficients a function of tne particular modes 
comprising the sound field and the microphone locations. 
If the determinant of the equation system is non-zero, a set of independent equations exists. 
This equation system in principle can be inverted in the usual way to solve for the unknown 
amplitude and phase of the particular modes comprising the sound field. A Gaussian elimina- 
tion procedure is used to reduce the equation system to a triangularized matrix for solution 
of the complex modal coefficients. The overall pressure at any location in the duct can be 
calculated from the information in the modal structure. 
The Modal Calculation Program comprises six major sections which are utilized in part or 
whole to accomplish the objectives of the two possible modes of o+xation. These six major 
sections are: 
Once the modal structure has been determined, a set of influence coefficients (ref. 4) is cal- 
culated. These coefficients can be used to determine the errors in modal amplitudes and 
phases that are the results of first-order inaccuracies in measured pressures and the tolerances 
in microphone placement. 
As an option, the MCP can also calculate the resultant sound field at any specified duct loca- 
tion based on - $en modal structure. This modal structure is supplied by the user either 
arbitrarily or as output from an analytical prediction deck. 
3.2 PROCiRAM OVERVIEW 
Input - The input of all data is by the NAMELIST specification, and the internal para- 
meters are initiated for program execution. 
Characteristic Number Calculation - The characteristic numbers K:$ and Q& 
are calculated using the procedure described in Appendix A. 
Mode Amplitude and Phase Calculation - The coherent acoustic wave equation system,. 
e.g. ( I ) ,  in an infinitely long cylinderical duct with uniform axial flow is solved wing a 
Gaussian elimination procedure for the modal amplitude and phase. 
Sensitivity Coefficient Calculation - Standard deviations due to  the first-order independ- 
ent errors in the measurement of both the acoustic pressures and the microphone coordia- 
ates are obtained for the error in the modal amplitudes and phases. 
Overall Pressure Calculation - Resultant pressure amplitude and phase are calculated at 
the desired prediction locations using the amplitude and phase of the constituent modes 
comprising the sound field. 
Output - All results from the program calculations are printed. 
The interrelationships betweell the six major sections and their utility for each option is il- 
lustrated in Figure l .  As input, both options require a specific mode group, inlet geometry, 
and test condition to calculate characteristic numbers. One option, "A", requires additional 
input ir. the form of acoustic pressure signals at selected duct locations to calculate the modal 
structure comprising the sound field. Additionally, influence coefficients, which are functions 
of the n~odal structure, are calculated. The other option, "B", requires that the modal struc- 
ture be specified as input. In both options, the amplitude and phase of the constituent modes 
are utilized to calculate the overall acoustic pressure at any duct location. The results from 














Figure I Program Ovewiew 
3.3 PROGRAM SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS DESCRIPTION 
T h e  subrou t ines  a n d  func t ions  used in t h e  s i x  p r o g r a m  sect ions presented in S e c t i o n  3.2 are 
l i s ted  b e l c w ;  the purpose  of each  s u b r o u t i n e  or f u n c t i o n  i s  described. A l s o  as appropr ia te,  
p r inc ipa l -e lement  d iagrams of t h e  m o r e  c o m p l i c a t e d  sect ions are presented a n d  discussed. 
Input Section 
The NAMELIST format is used to input data for execution of the computer program. This 
form of input is described in Section 3.4.1. The input variable names are listed in Section 
3.4.2, including a description of their purpose. All input is read into the program by the 
following subroutine: 
INPUT - This subroutine inputs data for each case and sets up the necessary in- 
ternal parameters. 
Characteristic Number Calculation Section 
Expressions are derived i? Appendix A for solving two simultaneous equations that define the 
characteristic numbels k 0 and Qi . A principal-element diagram is presented in Figure 2 
to illustrate the function~%ements Mat lead to a determination of these numbers. Initially, 
the order of the Bessel functions is determined from the circumferential order of a particular 
mode. The J, and Y, Bessel functions are evaluated, as appropriate, depending on the value 
of the duct hub-tip ratio. Finally, the chaiacteristic numbers are calculated by solving the 
simultaneous equations comprising the Bessel functions. The subroutines and functions 









This subroutine calculates the characteristic numbers K& and Q &. 
This subroutine is used by KQCAL to calculate the characteristic num- 
ber kf& . 
This subroutine calculates characteristic E-function values for a particu- 
lar radial value, i ' - rib. 
This function solves for a root of a given function using a combination 
of false position and bisection techniques 
This function is used by KMUCAL to  calculate values of K for the 
equation which defines the system of differential equations. 
for a hub-tip ratio not equal to zero. 
This function is used by KMUCAL to calculate values of K : ~  for the 
equation which defines the above system of differential equations for 
a hub-tip ratio equal to  zero. 
This subroutine calculates values of the Bessel function of thc first kind. 











CALCULATE K" M~ 7 
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CALCULATE a 0 MU 
J. BESSEL FUNCTION 
1 
CALCULATE 
CALCULATE 0 U a 
~cipal -Element  Dkgmnt - Characrerisric Number Calculation Section 
Because the inversematrix clement is a common term in each expression, thc proczdure is 
initi-ted by calculating the inverse matrix. The influence coefficients are calculated next 
as a function of the modal structure and p re s sm nteasurements. The specific error in the 
modal amplitude and phase due to  one of thc five possible measurement errors is calculated 
from the product of the eno r  in the m e a s m d  quality and the root-sum-square of  the in- 
fluence coefficients. Finally, the error in a particular modc amplitudr: and phase is obtained 
as the combined effcct of  each measurement error. 
The subroutines utilized in the Sensitivity Coefficient falculation procedure arc: 
SENSTY - This subroutine calculates the standard deviations of the modal anipli- 
tude and phase for errors associated with pressarc nieasuremcnt and 
~nicrophone location. 
INVERT -. This subroutine inverts a complex N x N matrix. 
Mode Ampli tudc and Phase Calculation 
The modal amplitude and phasc arc solved by matrix inversion techniques from data that in- 
cludes pressure meastmmrnts at selected microphone locations. The equations that define 
the matrix coefficients and adcscription of the procedure for fan sound mode determination 
was presented in Section 3.1 - Algorithm. T o  illustrate the functional elements that lead t o  
a solution of thc modal coefficients, a principalelement diagram is presented in Figure 3. 
Initially. the matrix cocfficients, which are functions of the particular modes comprising 
the sound field and the niicrophonc locations, are calculated. This equation system is solved 
by a Gaussian elimination method for the modal coefficicnts. Thc mode amplitude and 
phase are then extracted from these complex pressure vectors. The subroutines used in the 
calculation procedure are: 
SOLVE -- This subroutine set ups and using SIMECQ solves the acoustic wave eq::a. 
tion matrix for the modal amplitude and phase. 
SIMECQ - 'This subroutine solves a N x N system of simultaneous cqudtions having 
complcx coefficicnts, using a Gaussian elimination method. 
Semi tivi ty Coefficient Calculation 
The Scnsi tivi ty CocfEcien t Calculation procedure is illustrated in thc principal-clenicnt dia- 
gram presented in 1:igurc 4. 
An important element in this procedure is the calculation of influence coefficients, which re- 
flect thc sensitivity of modc amplitude and phase calculations to  first-order crrors in pressure 
measurements and nlicrophone placement - the derivation of the influence coefficient is pro- 










F&urc~ 3 Principal-Elemenr Diagram - M(de Amplitude and Phase Calculotic~n 
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I ROOT SUM SQUARE PARTIAL DEHIVAI IVkS I 
CALCULATE COMPONENTS 
OF MODAL STANDARD 
FGR TOTAL MODAL 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
Figure 4 Principal-Element Diagmm - Sensitivity CoeLWenr Calculcrtion 
The overall pressure at any location in the duct is obtained from the modal structure. The 
procedure for overall pressure calculation is illustrated in the principalelement diagram shown 
in Figure 5. The procedure summarites the pressure contribution of each mode at a location 
in a duct defined by the user. The resultant amplitude and phase are then extracted from the 
complex pressure vector. Sine* this calculation is performed in the MAIN routine there are no 
subroutines or functions to list. 
The output format and the variables from the Modal Calculation Program are discussed in 
Section 3.5.1 and a sample case for t h m  propagating modes is providing in Section 3.5.2. 
Both Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 address the two possible modes of operation that can be exe- 
cuted with the program. Results from the computations are printed by the subroutines 
listed below after all angles are converted to within the range of O0 to 3600. 
PRINT - This subroutine prints input and resultant values. 
ANGPQS - This subroutine converts negative angles to positive angles in the range 
O0 to 360' for printing. 
START Q 
DETERMINE LOCATION 





AMPLITUDE AND PHASE 
AT LOCATION 
Figure 5 Principal-Klement Diagram - Overall Pressure Calcitlotion 
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3.4 INPUT DESCRIPTION 
3.4.1 Input Format 
The NAMELIST format is used to  input data into the Modal Calculation Program and con- 
sists of a list of parameter names grouped under an identifying name: &INDATA. The 
parameter names correspond to variables - single variables and matrix elements - used in 
the program. These variables are set by specifyirg both the parameter name and its value. 
A feature of this type of input is that all associated parameters need not be specified. Any 
parameter not specified in the input retains its value from the preceeding case or  the default 
value if the input is for the first case. 
NAMELIST input for each case is identified by the characters &INDATA in Columns 2-7 
of the first input card. Beginning in Column 9, parameters may be set using the format: 
Parameter Name = Constant 
The constant may be either a real or integer value and must be followed immediately by a 
comma. Parameter names, assigned values, or  necessary commas must not extend beyond 
Column 72; and names of values cannot be continued on a subsequent card. Embedded 
blanks are not permitted in either the parameter name or constant value. Parameter names 
and their associated values may be specified in any order. The characters &END signify the 
end of the input for a particular case. If additional cards are required, parameters names 
must begin in Column 2. 
A sample of this form of input for three microphones is presented in Figure 6. 
3.4.2 Input Parameters 
A sign convention was adopted for assigning positive or negative values to the input para- 
meters. Any input parameter not addressed in this discussion is a pcsitivc value. The sign 
convention is f o ~ u l a t e d  with respect to a cylindrical coordinate system that is consistent 
with the derivation of the coherent acoustic wave propagation model. Its unit vectors are 
designated by the directions: axial - x, circumferential - 8 ,  radial - r. 
A cons .,lt radius, annular duct is aligned with respect to this coordinate system in such a 
way that the positive axial unit vector is in a direction opposite to the flow. Thus, the Mach 
number of a uniform axial flow is always designated by a negative value to denote the axial 
h w  rate it1 the negative axial direction. A positive circumferential unit vector projects in 
the direction that the rotor spins, and a negative vector projects in the counterrotating d i m -  
tion. Finally, the radial axis projects perpendicular to the centerline of the duct; thus, radial 
values are positive. 
Each mode is characterized by three parameters which represent the circumferential and rad- 
ial pressure distribution and its propagation direction. A specific mode is uniquely defined 
by the parenthetical notation (M, p). The M defines a periodic circumferential pressure dis- 
tribution with M number of lobes. Positive integers represent a corotating M-circumferential 
lob.  pattern with respect to the rotor direction, and negative M integers refer to counterrotat- 
ing modes. The radial mode index ji corresponds to the radial pressure distribution. These 
values are always non-negative integer numbers with high integer values indicating large pres- 
sure variations with respect t o  the radius. 
Thc modal propagation direction in an inlet or discharge duct can be either an incident wave 
prc lagating from the fan or a reflected wave propagating towards the fan. Wave propagation 
in , moving medium is similarly effected by the flow rate for modes that are propagating with 
, a against the flow direction. Hence, the input variable IDIR designates wave propagation 
\n 'th respect to the flow direction. Positive values denote waves propagating in the opposite 
dtwction with respect to the flow such as incident waves in the inlet duct and reflected waves 
in the discharge duct. Modcs that propagate in the same direction as the flow are designated 
by a negative value for the input parameter IDIR. 
A! signing of values to  the input parameters will now be considered. 
SI Ice a determinative equation system is required, the number of mode indices, wave direc- 
titm indicators, microphone coordinates, and measured pressures must be equal. When option 
B is utilized, the number of mode indices, wave direction indicators, and modal amplitude and 
phase values must correlate. These input parameters are listed in several tables at  the end of 
thh section. Each parameter has a corresponding description that is sufficient for assigning 
a value to these input parameters. However, assigning a value to the coefficient parameters 
for the standard deviation in measurement errors is not as straight forward as the previous 
pantmeters. The following discussion is provided to assist the user when assigning values to 
these variables. 
The deviation coefficients for microphone location errors r:e the tolerances in the three co- 
ordinates: axial - x, radial - r, and circumferential - 8. These errors are related to  the tolerance 
of a measurement - such as a micromenter - for determining the location of a microphone. 
Specifically, a I I W ~  can estimate the microphone location standard deviation by assuming a 
high confiden. level - such as ninety-five pcrcent - to be associated with the number of 
significant digits used to  define the pressure measuring coordinates. The standard deviation 
coefficients can then be computed from this information. For example, if a 95 percent con- 
fidence level is assigned to an axial measurement accuracy of 0.005 ~mtimeter ,  the standard 
deviation (68.3 percent confidence level) is about 2.5 x centimeter. 
Thc error deviation c~cfficients for acoustic pressures include the two components amplitude 
and pliase which cnmspond to the measured resultant pressure at any duct location. Two 
mechanisms can k:l~e~.~tc errors that affect the measurement of resultant pressure. One type 
of error is dr . to both response characteristics of the measuring device and repeatability of 
the c o h e i d  signal. The second type of error is caused by measuring contrihutions from 
~ n o d c .  not included in the calculation for determining the modal structure. A user can esti- 
nls.. the former pressure measurement error in a similar manner as previously presented for 
~Gcrophone location measurement errors. 
A standard deviation can be computed by assuming a high confiderace level to be associated 
with the combined inaccuracy of both pressure amplitude calibration errors and an w e r  
attributed to the repeatability of enhanced pressure signals during a period of time. lq prac- 
tice, however, this category of errors is small and can be minimized by requiring ~asonab le  
experimental procedures. 
The second mechu,, m that can generate pressure measurement errors was not encountered 
in the previous category of location measurement errors. Ideally, the contribution from 
modes that are unlikely to con t r J  the duct sound field will not hinder the determination of 
fan sound mode structures. In practice, however, these modes have to be anticipated and their 
impact quantified if a meaningful standard deviation for the modal coefficients is to be cal- 
culated. This mechanism. which can be perceived as a measured pressure error, is difficult to 
assess prior to an experimental program. A general expression for this standard deviation is 
presented in Appendix E of reference 4. The actual value for the standard deviation used 
as input to the modal calculation program should be obtained from that general expression. 
A description of the input variables for operating the Modal Calculation Program is provided 
in Tables I, 11, and 111: Table 1 - General Parameters; Table I1 - Test Geometry and Condi- 
tion Parameters; Table Ill-Error Deviation Coefficient Parameters. Under the column head- 
ing "Variable Type": th > letter "R" indicates that the number is real and contains a decimal 
point; the letter "I" indicates the number is an integer and does not have a decimal point. 
"Default Values" are also delineated and indicate the value of the parameter that is internally 
initialized prior to the program execution. Parameters not specified in the input for the first 
case retain this value. Although the default values are expressed in units of the English System, 
the computer program can be executed with data in any consistent system of units. 
3.5. I Output Format 
3.5 OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 
The output from the Modal Calculation Program is organized into four sections: Input 
Variables, Modal Amplitude and Phase Calculation, Sensitivity Coefficient Calculation, and 
Characteristic E-Function Values. All four scctions are included as output when either option 
is requested by the input. The printout for a sample case is provided in Appendix C to 
illustrate the output format. 
The Input Variable Section includes the value of the various parameters supplied by the user. 
The parameters that define the modal structure - the circumferential and radial order, and the 
wave-direction indicator - are listed. The reference pressure for converting the modal amv- 
litude and resultant amplitude to decibels is also output in this section. The test geometry 
and conditions subsection lists various parameters that define the fan duct geometry and 
operating conditions observed during the experimental program. These parameters include 
the duct radius, duct hub-tip ratio, axial Mach number, and frequency. 
The Modal Amplitude and Phase Calculation section includes both parameters that were pro- 
vided by the user and the results from the calculation procedure. In this section, the user 
obtains the modal amplitude in units of pressure and decibels and the modal phase in units 
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Note a):  Firral character is a relo. 
Description 
Number of microphones or modes. ( lass  than 
or equal t o  fifty). 
Number of prediction locations. (Less than 
or  equal to  fifty). 
Print indicator for characteristic E-function 
value. 
0 = No print 
I = Print 
Reference pressure to  convert pressure to  
decibels. 
Axial coordinate of the reference location. 
Circumferential coordhate of the reference 
location. (degrees) 
Circun~ferenrial mode index. 
(Input NLOC vducs) 
Radial mode index. 
(Input NLOC vdues) 
Mode prop rrction indica 
(Input NLW values) 
1 = opposite flow direction 
I = with flow direction 
TABLE I1 
TEST GEOMETRY AND CONDITION INPUT PARAMETERS 
Variable ~ e f a u l  t "' 
f We Value Description 
Input 
Name 
HTK R 0.44 Hub-tip ratio. 
R 5 .O Outer radius of duct. 
EMX R 0.07 Axial Mach number (always positive). 
R 3 100. Test frequency (Hert~) 
SPEED R 1 3566. Speed of sound 
R 9.568 Axial coordinates of the measurement 
6.582 microphone Incations. (Input LOC value) 
0.0 - 
5.0 Radial coordinates of the measurement 
5 .O microphone locations. (Input NLOC value) 
0.0 
0.0 Circumferential coordinates of the measurement 
0.0 microphone locations (degrees). 
0.0 (Input NLOC valse) 
0.03 136 Pressure amplitude at the measurement 
0.01097 microphone locations. (Input NLOC value) 
0.0 
TABLE I1 (Cont'd.) 







Pressure phase at the measurement micro- 
phone locations (degrees). 
(Input NLOC values) 
Axial coordinates of the prediction micro- 
phone locations. (Input LOCP values) 
Radial coordinates of the prediction micro- 
phone locations. (Input LOCP values) 
C~rcumferent ial coordinate5 of the prediction 
microphone locations (degrees). (Input LOCP 
values) 
THP(S0) 
ICHK Mode amplitude and phase indicator. 
0 = Calculated from measured pressure 
I = lnput values 
Mode amplitude. (If ICHK = 1,  input NLOC 
values) 









Mode phase (degrees). (If lCHK = I ,  input 
NLOC values) 
Note: (a) Default values shown in table are in units of the English System. The program, however. is 
designed to be executed with data in any consistent system of units. 
TABLE 111 
ERROR DEVIATION COEFFICIENT INPUT PARAMETERS 
Variable Default 








R 0.0  Standard deviation of the axial coordinate 
error. 
0.0 Standard deviation of the radial coordinate 
error. 
R 0.0 Standard deviation of the circumferential 
coordinate error (degrees). 
0 .0  Standard deviation of the pressure amplitude 
error. 
0 .0  Standard deviation of the pressure phase 
error (degrees). 
of  degrees. The corresponding mode indices, axial wave number in units of degrees-per- 
length, and eigen value kmllo are delineated. 
Additional input parameters listed in this section include the reference locatim usually cor- 
responding to the fan face where the modal phases are calculated. Coordinates of the input 
measurement locations and resultant prediction locations are listed adjacent t o  the respec- 
tive acoustic pressure values. The input pressure values arc supplied by thc user in pressure 
units for the amplitude and degrees for the phase. The resultant pressure is calculated by 
the program and output is provided in units of decibels for the amplitude and degrees for 
the phase. 
The Sensitivity Coefficient Calculation portion of the output comprises a number of sections, 
the primary output of which is the total normalized amplitude and the total phase deviation 
for each mode. These expressions represent the modal amplitude and phase error caused by 
a specified set of independant errors associated with the measurement of acoustic pressure 
and the tolerance of pressure measuring coordinates. The amplitude standard deviation of 
a specific mode is expressed as both the normalized quantity with respect to the mode am- 
plitude and the mode aniplitude error in decibels. The total phase deviation is expressed in 
degrees for each mode. 
The contribution to  the total amplitude and phase dcviation assunimg zero errors for the 
other error sources is provided undcr the heading "Normalized Standard Deviation Com- 
ponents". The amplitude dtviatiot~ was normalized with respect to the mode amplitude. 
The total phase deviation in degrees for each error source is also provided undcr the heading. 
When these values arc root-sum-squared. the previous expression for the total modal devia- 
tion is obtained. A user will benefit from the error deviation components by identifying 
which of the errors is controlling the total modal error. 
The standard deviation components are also normalized with respect to  their respective 
error. These parameters - referred to  as the root-sum-square of the influence coefficients 
- enhance the combined variance of the iritluence coefficients at each microphone location. 
Thus, these parameters are the previous standard deviation components with respect t o  a 
unit measurement error in pressures o r  microphone coordinates. The root-sum-square of the 
influence coefficients is a convenient expression for assessing the probability o f  successfully 
tracking modes. A future user could examine these paranwters to  determine if the accuracy 
of experinlental measurements made during an earlier !est is sufficient to provide a desired 
confidence Irvcl in thc mode amplitude and phase. 
The influence coefficients are the partial derivatives of the mode amplitude and phase with 
respect to an error at each pressure measurement location that provides input for calculating 
thc niocial coefficients. These expressions dlow a future user to  evaluate the effect of non- 
uniform errors at thc microphone locations. For example, an amplitude measurement error 
may be known to be significantly larger at one microphone location (e.g.. inaccurite calibra- 
tion) The user could then evaluate the impact of this error on  the overall modal structure 
calculation. 
The final action. Characteristic E-Functions, includes the value of E-functions, E(koW r), 
at the measurement and prediction locations corresponding to each mode. This final section 
is provided as output only if it has been requested by the uwr. 
3.5.2 Sample Cases 
Two cases are presented in the sample printout, to illustrate the two options: I ) calculating 
mode amplitude and phase values from acoustic pressure signals and 2) specifying these 
values either arbitrarily or  as output from an analyticai prediction deck. These sample cases 
demonstrate the execution of each option with data listed in Figure 6. The length units in 
the printout are in centimeters; the time units, in seconds; ':he force units, in dynes. 
The first sample case illuctrates the option of calculating the mode amplitude and phase for 
a situation where three modes arc propagating in a half-meter diameter annular duct. Three 
coherent acoustic pressure amplitude and phase values are specified at three microphone loca- 
tions on the duct wall. These acoustic signals are at a frequency of 6200-Hertz, and are used 
to determine the modal structure of the (-4.0), (-4,t) and (-4,2) modes. 
The output for this sanlp~ , case reveals that the amplitudes of the above modes are 137.4, 
142.8, and 138.5 decibels, ,-;pectlvely; the modal phases are, respectively, 126.9, 160.0, and 
229.2 degrees. Once the modal structure has been determined, the resultant sound field can 
be calculated at other duct locations. The resultant amplitude and phase - expressed in the 
same units as the modal coefficients - are requested at three microphone coordinates. The 
resultant amplitude at these locations are, respectively, 1 2 1.1, 1 15.7, and 1 15.1 decibels. 
The resultant phases are, respectively, 90.1,357.8, and 67.2 degrees. 
The sensitivity coefficient calculation portion of the program calculates the accuracy of the 
mode amplitude and phase values based on inaccuracies in the measured acoustic pressures 
and the microphone coordinates. Errors in the five measured quantities are expressed as 
standard deviations with zero mean. For this sample case they are axial - 2x 1 r 3  cm, radial - 
2x 1 r 3  cm, circumfenntial- 2x degree, amplitude - 25 dynes, and phase - 1.5 degrees. 
The combined effects of the error source deviations multiplied by the influence coefficients 
yields the modal amplitude and phase deviation. These calculated values for the (-4, O), (-4, l), 
and (-4, 2) modes are, respt:ctively, 0.89,0.84. and 0.87 decibel for the modal amplitude 
and 3.6, 2.5, and 1.7 degrees for the modal phase. 
The second sample case illustrates the option to input the amplitudes and phases for the pro- 
pagating modes t o  calculate the resultant acoustic pressure at specified locations. This case 
is similar to thc first sample case because the (-4, O), (-4, 1 ), and 4 . 2 )  modes are propagating 
at 6200-Hertz in a half-meter diameter annular duct. The amplitude of all the modes is 
12 1.9 decibels and the phases of these modes are, respectivel) ,325,250, m d  100 degrees. 
Output from the Modal Chlculation Program comprises the resultant sound field at three 
microphone Iocations. The value of the resultant sound field is 1 15.8, 120.0, and 120.0 
decibels for the resultant amplitude and 36.4,345.0, and 298.2 degrees for the resultant 
phase. 

3.6 MACHINE REQUIREMENTS 
Ttte Modal Calculation Program can be compiled, linkage edited, and executed in 5 12 bytes 
of core storage. 
















Expresses two real arguments in complex form. 
Modulus of a complex argument. 
Exponentiation of a complex argument. 
Obtain imaginary part of a complex argument. 
Obtain real part of a complex argument. 
Conversion from integer t o  real. 
Conversion from real to integer. 
Absolute value of a real number. 
Absolute value of an integer. 
Square root of a rcal value. 
Obtain maximum value of input integers. 
Natural logarithim of a real positive argument. 
Sine of a real argument. 
Cosine of a real argument. 
Arc tangent of two real arguments. 
3.7 RESOURCE E!TFIMATES 
The central-prurxssor-unit (CPU) time required to process a particular case depends on the 
numher of modes input wnich determines the size of the matrix to  be inverted. The average 
esti ..,+te o i  CPU time per mode is 0.1 5 second. 
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APPENDIX A 
CIIcuJation of the Characteristic Num bem 
The characteristic numbers K'U and Q& are defined to be the paired mots of the simultaneous 
equations mC1 
d 0 d # 0 
I ~ J ~ ( ~ I C '  ~ I + Q '  --Y,(OK t ) ~ ~ ~ , ,  S O  
mC1 mcc dr' w 
For a given circumferential mode number, m, radial order, p,  and hub/tip ratio, o. (where 
o is not equal to zero); J, and Ym are the Bessel functions of the first and second kinds of 
order m. 
The following relations are used in the formulation of z solution 
# a 0 
Letting K = K and Q = Q , and evaluating at f = 1 ; (1) and (2) become 
mCc w 
From (8), Q = - substituting into i9) yields 
ytm (K) K 
kt I(K) = JL (OK) Y ~ K )  ~2 - J& (K) Y; (OK) 0~~ = o 
Using the expressions in ( 5 ) .  (6), (7), and ( 1  1) then: 
.5 ry m 
Equation (13) is evaluated for values of Ki = M + 3(i-1) : i 1.2.3. . . . until f (Kj) f (Kj - 1) < 0 
for some j. A procedure employing a combination of false position and bisection techniques 
is then used to obtain a value of KK0 in the intend I ql. $1. 
my 
? o 
Having calculated a value of K = KG, the comrpondin(l value of Q = Q can be calculated. 
Combining (8) and (9) yields. mC1 
PI 
For o = 0. Qw = 0 and Kro = 0 is defmed to be the mot of 
w 
d [ -J  ( ~ $ 0  f ) l { = l  = 0 
dr' my 
Letting K = K'O . and evaluating at rf = 1. (1 6) becomes 
my 
If f(K) = Jmf (K) K = 0 ,  then (6) yields (17) 
rr CI - 
Equation (18) is evaluated for vvlues of Ki = m + 3(i-I ) ; i = 1, 2.3, . . . until f (Kj) f (Kj-I) C 0 
for some value of J. A procedure employing a combination 01 false position and bisection 
rr 
techniques is then used to obtah a value of K" in the interval (Kj-l, Kj). 
w 
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APPENDIX B 
IVlODAL CALCULATION PROGRAM 
PROGRAM LISTING 
PRATT t WHITNEY AIRCRAFT O I d I S I O N  
SC.PANLIBoL4 
++WRITE PR lNTmT89902  
C DATA SET T 8 W 0 2  A T  LEVEL  024 AS W 06/22/77 
C DATA S ~ T  ~ 8 9 9 0 2  A T  LEVEL  014 AS OF 02/01/77 
C 
C T H I S  PROGRAM CALCULATES MOOAL AMPLITUDE AND PHASE 
C 
C 
COUMJN /PREDCT/ X P t S O l r  R P t S O j r  THETIPdSO)  
CCHMLH /APHIUU/ AUU( 50). PHIMU ( 5 0 )  r ICHECK 
COHMGN /REFCON/ REFYRS 
COIIMW /LHUS/ t H U I 5 O r 5 O J .  E H U P ( 5 O r W j r  WUPRII(SOISO)~ fElr?RT 
C W D h  /CNSTNT/ NMCAS, NYHLD. HIUOPS. SIGMA. I)# M X r  FMQ. A. 
1 OMkGA 
COMMON /KOHU/ KHUt  5 0 )  e 4R lJ (50 )  
CCMHW /hDULS/ MODt ( 5 O ) r  UlJl50)r I U A V E 4 5 0 )  
cmnw /ANGLES/ OEGRAD. R A O D ~ G  
C O W W  /OUTPUT/ AMPRt5O)r  PHASERISO) 
C G m W  /kAVENO/ KX 1 5 0 )  
COMMON /REFS/ XREFI RREFr THWEF 
REAL wu, nx 
CLHPL tX  hX. t X Y N T r  SUMle  Q I 5 0 1 5 0 )  
D IMENSIoN  tMUDUM(50J 
C 
c INPUT DATA FOR tnrs CASE 
C * 
2 0  CALL INPUT ( I L N O  J 
I F 1  l f N D  .GT. 0 J GO m 9999 
C 
C CALCULATE T H t  CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS K W  AHD QWU FOR EACH S T  CF 
C CIRCUNFLHLNTIAL UODk NUUBER AND R A D I A L  ORDER 
CALL KQCAL 
C 
C CALCULATt  A X I A L  WAVk NUMBER t 
C 
FLOW = OHE6A / A 
A M c n  = I. - nx nx . 
00 40 I = l ~ N H O O E S  
RAOICL = FLOW ** 2 - A I U W  I K M U i I J  / B 1 +* 2 
I F (  RADICL  J 2 5 1  30, 30 
2 5  K X t I J  = C ~ P L X I  -MX FLOW / AMACH. IWAVEIIJ 
1 SORT( ABS4 RADICL  J J / M A C H  
GO TO 40 0004 A 
30 K X ~ I J  = CHPLX~ I -MX F L W ~  + IYAVE~  I) S Q R T ~  RADICL ) J / o o o 4 2  
1 AHACHv 0-0 j 0 0 0 4 3  
40 CDNTINUt  00044 
C 0 0 0 4  3 
C I F  T H I S  I S  A C H E U  RUN. AMU W D  PHIMU WVE BEEN 1h)L)Tm THUS THERE I S  00046 
C NO kEED TO CALCULATE THERr 00047 
C 0 0 0 4 8  
I F (  ICHECK - 6 T -  0 8 60 TO 40 00049 
C 000,o 





C CALCULATE S E N S l T l V I W  COEFFIClWtS 
C 
CALL SENSTYl On MHODES 8 
c 
c CALCULATE sun OF MODAL r n p L t n r m s  AND mues FOR EACH ~mo~ctxos 
C LOCATION 
C 
6 0  00 120  JmlrNPRED 
RPRIHE - R P l J )  / B 
C 
C CALCULAT E CHARACT €RIST I C  E3UNCT I OMS F a  RPRI )lE 
DXP = X P l J I  - XREF 0 0 0 7 0  
o t n k l ~  = THETAPtJ) - T W E F  0 0 0 1  1 
SUM1 = CHPLXl 0.1 0. ) 00072  
DO 100  l= l .NmlOE~ 00073  
tXPNT = CHPLXt 0.0a REAL( K X l I )  8 4  OX) 4 )(ODElI) DTHETP 00074  
1 PHIRUt 1) I 00075 
SUnl  AMUII 8 EHUPl1 rJ) CEXPl EXPW ) E W d  -OX? 00070  
1 A I M 6 4  K X l I )  ) + SUM1 00077  
LOO CWTlWUt 00078 
C 00079  
AHPRIJI = CABS( SUM1 ) 00080  
PtiASkRlJ) = ATAN2l AIWACl S W t  l r  REAL4 S W 1  ) ) 0008  1 
1 2 0  CWT lNUE 00082  
C 0 0 0 8 3  
C PRINT RESULTS OF THIS CASE I 00064  C 0 0 0 6 5  
CALL PRINT OOOI6 
C 0 0 0 8 7  
C RECVCLE FOR NEXT CASE 00088  
C 00089  
60 to 20 00090  
9999 STOP 0009 1 
P NO 00092  
SUBROUTINE AN6POSl ANGLE* NUMBER 1 00093  
C 0 0 0 9 4  
C THIS SUBROUTINE Cff lVERlS NECATIVE ANGLES 10 CORRESM)(DIW POSITIVE 00095  
C ANGLES 00096 
C 0009 7 
OIHENSION AMGLEllB 00098  
DATA OkGRet / 360. 0 00099  
C 0 0  LOO 
00 8 0  IelrNUM8ER 0 0 1 0 1  
1ft A W L t t l I  I 0 0  A02 
20 DO 40 JIIAO 00103 
OtLT A = J DECREE 00104  
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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P U T T  W I T N E Y  AIRCRAFT D l V I S I O N  
SC.PANLXbmL4 
I F 4  A N C L t t l D  + DELTA I +Or 6 0 e  10 
40 CONTINUE 
60 A N ~ L ~ I I D  = DELTA + ANGLE( 1) 
8 0  CONTINUE 
9999 RETURN 
t NU 
F W T I O N  B E S L l l  X 1 
C 
C T H I S  FUNCTION CALCULATkS VALUES ff THE EQUATION D E F I N I N G  fHE 
DIFFEWENTlAL EQUATIONS FOR A NON-ZERO H W / T I P  R A T I O  
X 1 = X SIGMA 
CALL B E S J t  X l r  k - J S I W .  E C J H l r  fOL. I E R I  ) 
CALL B E 5 3 1  X l r  M r E M J X l r  TOLr  I E R 2  I 
CALL ~ E S J ~  a, M, E k J r  TUL, I E R ~  ) 
CALL B t S J t  X, H-JSIGN. E H J P l r  fOLm I E R 4  I 
CALL B E S Y i  XI Me EMYXr 1kRS  
CALL 8 E S Y t  X l r  H r  t M Y X l r  1 t R b  I 
E MJM 1 = J S l 6 N  * I S I G N  E H J M l  
EMJX 1 - I S I L N  EMJX1 
E k J  = I S I G N  EMJ 
E M J P l  = J S I G N  I S l W  t M J P 1  
i ~ Y X  = l S I G N  * EMYX 
EMYX 1 = 1 S l W  E H Y X I  
A 1 = W J H l  - I M * J S I C N  / X 1  I * E M J X l  
A 2 = EHJP l  - t M J S I C N  / X ) EWJ 
~3 = ~ . * A L / (  P I * x * m r ,  
A 4  = 2. A 2  / t P I  X I  E M J X l  1 
A 5  = AI A 2  t EMYX / E R J  - EWYXl  / E M J X I  
BESL 1 = I l . * X  t A 3  - A 4  A5 ) 
RETURN 
E NO 
F M C T I O M  I E S L 2 1  X I 
C 00144 
C T H I S  FUNCTlON CALCULATES VALUES OF THE E W A T I ( Y I  D E F I N I N G  THE SYSTEM O F 0 0 1 4 5  
C D I F F E R E N T I A L  EQUAVIONS FOR A H U W T I P  UfI 0 OF ZERO 0 0 1 4 6  
C 00147 
COHWUY /BESSL/ IS ICNm J S I G N r  DELKHUm T O L r  MI P I  0 0 1 4 8  
CO~MON /CNSVNT/ D U M ~ ( ~ I .  SIGHA. OUMZI~) 00149 
C 00 1 5p 
CALL B k S J t  I r  H-JSIGN. E H J H l r  TOL, I E R ~  D 0 0 1 5 1  
CALL B E S J t  X, Me ERJ, TOLI I E R Z  ) 0 0 1 5 2  
C 60153 
EHJMA = J S I G N  I S I G N  EHJR l  0 0 1 5 4  
t M J  = ]SIGN + EMJ 0 0 1 5 5  
I E S L Z  = X W J H A  - n J S I W  E M J  00156 a* : 
RET UW 0 0 1 5 7  
PRATT I, W l T N t V  AIRCRAFT O I V I S l O N  
SC.PANLlg.L4 
VER 07 /25 /77  PA6E SERIAL 
9.0 12.50.b % 0 1 0 8 7 6  
fM, 001 
SUBROUTINE 8 E S J t  X r  Ng b J e  01 I E R  I 00 1 
C 001 
C TH IS  SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE J BkSSEL FUNCT1ON FOR A 6 I V E N  ARGUnENT,001 
C XI AND W U t R  N o  T H I S  SUBROUTINE WAS TAKEN FROM THE 1 8 H  S C I E N T I F I C  001 
C SUBRWTINE PACKAGE 001 
C 001 
B J  rn 0.0 001 
c 
C ERROR - MiGATIVE ORDtR. SET ERROR INDICATOR TO 1 A M  RETURN 
C 
1 ER = 1 
GO m 0999 
2 0  I F (  X ) 401 301 6 0  
30 I F (  N 067. 0 ) GO TO 40 
B J  = 1.0 
GO TO 9999 
L 
C ERROR - ARGUMENT ZERO OF NEGATIVE. SET ERROR INDICATOR TO 2 
c 
40 1ER = 2 
GO TO 9999 
C 
C CALCULAIE H A X l M W  ORDER NUMBER THAT CAN M PROCESSED FOR X. 
C '  I F  X OLE. 151 N MUST 8E LESS THAN 2 0  + 10*X - X**2/3. 
C I F  X 0610 151 N MUST b E  LESS THAN 90 + X/2  
C 
6 0  I F (  X - 15. J 8 0 s  8 0 1  100 , 
9 0  NTEST = 20. + 10. x - x ** a / 3. 
60 TO 1 2 0  
100 NT EST 90. + X / 2 0  
1 2 0  I F 1  N .LT. NTEST ) 60 TO 1 4 0  ' 
1. 
C ERROR - OROER RANGE COMPARED TO X I S  NOT CORRECT. SET ERROll 
C TO * AND RETURN* 
c 
1 ER = 4 
60 TO WW 
140 I E R  = 0 
N l  = N + 1  
BPREV = 0.0 
I. 



























P U T T  L W l T N E Y  AIRCRAFT D I V I S I O N  
SC.PANLIB.LI 
C 




2 4 0  
2 6 0  
2 8 0  
c 
3 0 0  
3 2  0 
c 
F H l  = L-OE-28 
F n  = 0.0 
ALPHA I 0.0 
J T  - 1 
I F 1  r M / 2 8 2 *EQ. M ) JT - -1 
n 2  I n - 2 
DO 2 8 0  K = l r M 2  
HK = M - K  
BHK = 2. FLOAT( HK b F M l  / X - FM 
FM = F H 1  
F M l  = B m  
l f l  M C - N - 1  b 2601 2401 260 
b J c BMK 
J T  = -JT 
5 = l * J T  




BHK = 2. + F M l  / X - fll 
I F 1  N *EQ. 0 ) D J  - B m  
ALPHA = ALPHA + BHK 
B J  = B J  / ALPHA 
IF( ABSt BJ - BPREV ) - ABSt 0 * D J  8 ) 9999. 99999 300 
BPHtV = B J  
CON1 1NUE 
0 0 2 4 2  
c ERROR - REQUIRE0 TOLERANCE NOT OBTAINED. S k T  ERROR I l O l C A f a R  TO b AM0 0 0 2 4 3  
C RETURN 0 0 2 4 4  
C 0 0 2 4 5  
1 t R  = 3 002+6  
9999 RCTURN 0 0 2 4 1  
tPtO 0 0 2 4 U  
SUBROUTINE BESV4 Xe N9  BVs I E R  8 GO249 
C 0 0 2 5 0  
C T H l S  SUtrWDUTINE CALCULATES THE V BESSEL W N C 3 I O N  FOR A 6 1 V f 3  ARGUMEMTrOO251 
C XI ANG U t O t R  No T H I S  SUBROUTINE WAS TAKEN FROM THE l B H  S C I E N T I F I C  0 0 2 5 2  
C SUBROUT 1NE PACKAGE 0 0 2  5 3 
C 0 0 2 5 4  
1 f R  = 0 0 0 2 5 5  
I F 4  N *CEO 0 60 10 20 OO25b 
C 0 0 2 5 7  
C ERROR - NEGATIVE ORDER* SET ERROR INDICATOR TO 1 AND RETURN 0 0 Z 5 B  
C 0 0 2  5 9 
I ER = 1 0 0 2 6 0  
GO TO 9999 GO261 
2 0  I F 1  X 4 0 9  401 60 0 0 2 6 2  
C 0 0 2 6 3  
loo, loo, 10 
c ULCUUtf  V0 Am V l  FOR X CllMTEI WAN 40  00 
C 00 
80 T l  = 4 o / X  00 
T2 = tl t l  00 
PO 8 4 ( 4 -.000063104~ t 2  + 00000173US I T2 - 00 
1 .oooo4816l3 I f 2  + 000017341 I 8 12 - 0001tS30U 00 
2 ) b f 2  + .3919+23 00 
00 1 t t 1 000000'32312 T2 - .000014201) I. T2 + 00 
1 , 00000342466 I 12 - 0000011W91 I 12 + 00 
2 m400*564321 I 12 - 001244694 00 
P l  ( 4 4 00000042414 T2 - 00r)0020092 I T2 00 
I m0000580759 1 8 t Z  - 0000223203 I T2 + 00 
2 0002921126 1 b 12 + 83989623 00 
Q1 = I ( 1 -.0000036594 T2 + 000001622 I - 00 
1 00000398lOb 1 12 00001064141 I T2 - 
2 0000b396+ I T2 + 00314OUU 
A 2. / SORT( X I * :: 00 
B = A * T 1  00 
C 0 X - 073S39@2 00 
YO m A * P O * S l N t C  I + B * B O * C B S I C  I 00 
v1 = -A * PI cot( c D + r 01 SICII c J 00 




C CALCULATE YO U I O  Vl FOR X LESS TUN # EQUAL TO 4 00 
C 00 
100 XX = . s e x .  00 
Y 2  = x x . x x  00 
T @* &LOG( XX I + 057T2157 00 
SUM 0.0 00 
TERM T 00 
YO = T 00 
10 120 L=lslS 00 
IF4 1 .ME. 1 I SUM r 10 0 FLOAT4 L-1) + b;UI( 00 
k L = L 00 
1s m t - S U M  00 
TERM ~ I - U * T r r t M 0 4 F L e * O D D * I A . ~ A o / I t L *  00 
1 tS I J 00 
YO TtRH + VO 00 
120 CONTINUE 00 
TECUI m X X * I T - o S J  00 
SUH 0.0 00 
t l  TERM 00 
00 140 W2mU 00 



















































u s  
116 
ORIGINAL PAGS I 
OF POOR QU-I 
PRATT C W l f N E Y  AIRCRAFT D l V l S I W  VE R O T / ~ S ~ T  
F L 




Y 1  
140 CONTIIIUE 
P I 2  
YO 
Y l  
C 
L 
FL - 1- 
T - sun 
1 -82 TERM / 1 fL fLA ) 1 4 TS - 05 / FL 
/ t T S  .5 0 f L A  
TERN + Y l  
C CHECK I F  ONLY YO OR Y 1  I S  DCSIRED 
C 
160 I F 1  8 .Clo 1 1 GO m 180 
c 
C RETURN YO OR Y l  AS RLQUIAEO 
C 
BY YO 
:Ft  N .€Q. 1 ) 8Y 11 
60 To ww 
C 
C PERFORM RECURRENCE OPERAT l W S  TO F I m  YMtX I 
- 
I 
1 8 0  YA I YO 
YO = Y 1  
K = 1 
ZOO T = FLOAT( 2.K 1 / X 
YC = f  * V B - Y A  
1 F t  ABSt YC I - 1.0E70 ) 
c 
C ERROR -.BY HAS tXCEEDED N A C H l f W E  ff 
C A W  RETURN 
t 
2 2 0  IER I 3 
2 6 0  BY = VC 
9999 RETURN 
C N D  
BLOCK DATA 
COMMON /OFAULT/ LOCMr LO&?. HTR. 
0 0 3 3 9  
, 0 0 3 4 0  , 
0 0 3 4  1 
0 0 3 4 2  
0 0 3 4 3  
0 0 3 4 6  
2 U e 1 2 4 0 e  220 0 0 3 4 5  
0 0 3 4 6  
1O+*700 SET ERROR 1 l ) O I C A T ~  TO 3 0 0 3 4 7  
I 0 0 3 4 8  0 0 3 4 9  
0 0 3 3 0  
60 TO 9999 0 0 3 5  1 
0 0 3 5 2  
GO 10 2 6 0  4 0 3 5 3  
0 0 3 5 4  
0 0 3 5 5  
60 TO 2 0 0  0 0 3 5 6  
f io357 
0 0 3 5 8  
0 0 3 5 9  
CRATT L WITMEI AIRCRAFT DIV~SIO)) VER 
SCmPAMLlBmLI 900 
C LOC? - NUMBtR OF M E O I C T l W  L O C A T l O M  
C HTR - Hub / T I P  HAT10 
C 6 U  - CUTER RADIUS 
C EHX - A I l A L  HACH NUMBER 
C F k U  - T t S T  FRtUUCHCV 
C S k t E D  - S P E W  OF 53UND 
5 
DATA LOCH / 2 /, LUCC / 2 /r n r R  / o.i4 0r OR / S.0 0, 
A Enx / -h07 /, PRO / 3100. /r SPEED / 13bb6.24 / 
C 
C ~ L F t l t m c t  LOCAT~OW VALUES I 
C 
C XO - AXIAL  COMPWENl Of REFERENCE L O C A l f O l l  
c no - RADIAL CUMPUNENT OF REFER~NCE LOCATION 
C I h O  - ANGULAR CORPbHtMT W REFERENCE LOCATION tOC6b 
C 
DATA XO / 0.0 /r RO / 0.0 /, THO / 0.0 / 
C 
C MEASUREMENT LOCATION V ILUES 
c 
I 
DATA PX / 5m788, 2o513e 41*0m0 /r P I  / 2*5oO1 48*0m0 /e 
I THP 1 50*000 / 
C 
C RODE' VALULS 
C 
C H - CIRCUWEWENTIAL )10DE N W I C R  
C MYS - R A D I A L O R D E R  
C I D I W  - 1NCIUENl  C.8 REFLECTED WAVE I m l C A t O R  
I 
DATA b i  / -21 -2, 4 W O  /r Mu$ / 01 1, 68- /r I O l a  / An 1 9  u * O  / 
C 
C REFIRI)(CE CONSTAMIS 
c 
C R E F  - REFERENCE M E S U R E  
C 
DATA PREP / 2m9E-9 / 
C 
@RI.GINAL PAGE IS 























































C R t  SULTANT AHPLITUOL AN0  PHASE VALUES 
C 
C AM - AMPLITUDE 
C P H I  - M A S €  ANGLE (DEG) 
c ICHK - C ~ ~ C K  CASE IWICATOR 
C 
DATA AH / 50*0.0 /, P H I  / 50*000 /r fCMK / 0 / 
C 
C B E S S t L  f L N C l I O M  VALUCS 
C 
C O W O l  / B t S  SL/ W H Z t Z j  OELKHU* 101. HHe P I  
UATA U tLKMU / 30 /, T 0 L  / 00001 /r P I  / 3.161593 / 
C 
C ANGULAR CONVERSION FACTORS 
C 
C UtGRAO - OtbREES TO RAOIANS 
C R A W t G  - RALIAMS TO DEGREES 
C 
CGMHW /AEtLLkS/ UEGRAD* R A 0 0 t 6  
U A t A  GEGRAO / .0174533 /r AADOE6 / 57,29578 0 
C 
C 
C ERROR U E V I A I  I O N  C O E f F I C I E N l S  
C 
C S16X - A X I A L  C O k F F I C I L N f  
C SIGR - RADIAL  C U t F f  I C I L N T  
C S I L T  - A ~ G U L A R C O E F F I C ~ ~ N T  
C S 1 U  -AMPL ITUOE C O E k f I C l E N T  
C S l G P  - PHASL C U t k F l C I E N T  
C 
DATA S IGX  / 0.0 / r  SIGR / 0.0 /. 5161 / 0.0 /r SfCP / 0.0 /e 6 0 4 5 3  
1 S I G B  / 0.0 / t 6 0 4 5 4  t NO 0 0 4 5 3  
SWROUTINE E W C A L 4  RPL lMEe  EMU* EHUPRMr I O E R I V  J 0 0 4 5 6  
C 6 0 4 5 7  
C T H I S  SUbRuUTlNE CALCULATtS NNODES CHIRACTERIST IC  E - F U N C l I O N  VALUES F O l t 0 0 v 5 1  
C A PARTICULAR R A D I A L  VALUE, RPRIMkr  0 0 4 5 9  
C GO460 
OIME~SION tnu t r~ ,  E n u v R n c l ,  00461  
CCikHWS /CNS7LT/ NMcAS, N P k k O *  NnODtSv O U M l I b j  GO462 
COnMoM /KQMU/ KMU150). QHUISO) 0 0 4 6 3  
L W M W  /HUDtS/ n O G t l 5 O J r  DUM2t100 )  0 0 4 6 1  
CCMMGN /b tSSL/  I S I G N ,  JSIGNI DLLKMUe TOL* Me p l  0 0 4 6 5  
REAL KMU* J P R I H E  0 0 4 6 6  
C 00467 
C 0 0 4 6 8  
UO 4 0  l = l ~ N H O O E S  GO469 
n =  tist st HOOE~I) b 6 0 4 7 0  
1 F I  M .NE. 0 I GO TO 10 6 0 4 7  1 
I SIGN = 1 0 0 4 7 2  
J S l G k  I -1 0 0 4 1 3  
GO m 20 6 0 4 7 4  
10 I S l G N  = H O O E I I ~  / H 0 0 4 7 5  
AIRCRAF T D I V I S I O N  
= # S I G N  OM7b 
m6E. 0 1 CO TO 20 OW77 
0047e 
NUMBtR. I F  EVEN* 5161 OF BESSEL F W C T I O l  W I L L  B E  * a m '  I F  04479 
bESSEL FUNCTION W I L L  B E  -1. 004&0 
0 6 4 8  1 
2 J 2 oEQ* M 1 X S I W  I I 004bZ 
= K R U ( l 1  R P R I R k  0 0 4 8 3  
0 0 4 8 1  
c CALCULATE B t S S E L  FUNCT IONS OF F I R S T  AN0  SECOND K I N D  FOR KW(t JWLPRIHE 
C 
CALL 8 E S J t  CONST* fir EMJI TCJL, 1 E R l  1 
CALL BCSVt  CONST. Me ERV. I E R 2  1 
CALL 8 E S J t  CONSTr M-JSIGNI t H H l r  TOLc I € A 3  1 
LRHl  = I S I G N  J S i W  ERMl 
EMJ = 1 S l G N  L M J  
E NV = I S I G N  * EMV 
C 
C CALCULAI  E CHARACTER1 S T I C  E-FUNCTION 
C 
kMU4 I 1  1 LMJ  + W U ( I 1  EMY 
I F (  I O k R I V  mLE. 0 J 60 To 4 0  
I F 4  K M U I I )  J 301 251 30 
c 
C (0.0J C A S t *  S t 1  D E R I V A T I V E  TO 0.0 
C 
2s E H U Y K C ( ~ I 1  = 0.0 
GO TO 40 
C 
C CALCULATk O t R I V A T l V L  OF CHARACTER1 S T I C  E+UNCTlON 
c . < 
3 0  JPR IHE  E M 1  - ROOE( I1  EMJ 0 CONST 
V P R I  ME = 2. / ( P I  CONST EMJ J + J P R I R E  ERV / E ~ J  




FUhLTI [ rN F A L Z I P  l F U N C T r  AL r BR , TOL. ROOT. ITER. 
C 
C CURRLSPbNDS TO OLD V t R S I O N  t F A L S I E 1  ARGUMENT L I S T  AS FOLLOYS ( T H I S  I S  
C FOR INIEWNAL PURPOSES ONLY, I N  U S t  THE TWO ARE INTERChAN6EABLElm 
C 
C FUNCT10N F A L S I E  (AXRr  X X L r  XXRr  f O L t  ROOT* ITER,  Y Y I  
C 
C 
C TMf  S R b U T I N k  U S t S  A C O M I I M T I O N  O F  FALSE POSlTXON AND b l S E C T I O N  
C 1EC)tNIUUES 10 SOLVE FUR A ROOT (.ROUT@) OF A G I V E N  FUNCTION 
C ( ' F W C I ' J  WHICH HAS ONE ARGUMENT (THE INDEPENDEN1 VARIABLE ). 
C 
C ' A L r b A I  OEFINES THE INTERVAL TO BE SEARCHED* 
C 
C THE VALI". H tTURNtO  BV T H t  FUNCTION I S  FALZIP.  FUNCT(FALZ1PJ ROOT 
c 
ORIGINAL PAW @ 
OF POOR QU-I 
PRATT & WHlTNEV AIRCRAFT O I V I S l O N  
SC.PANLlI. L 4  
1 H t  StAWCM C W T l N U E S  U J T l L  TWO SUBSEQIENT GUESSES ARE Y l T H l N  @fM* 0 0 5 2 9  
OF EACH OTHtR, OR U N T I L  @ l T E R *  I T E R A T I U N S  MAVL TAKEN PLACE. 0 0 5 3 0  
0 0 5  3 1 
' V V *  I S  WtTURNEO AS F U N C l I F A L Z I P I r  AND W O U L D  B E  CLOSE TO @ROOTar  0 0 5 3 2  
0 0 5 3 3  
THE T t L t H I Q U t  WAS AOAPTEU FROM AN ALGOL S U B R W I I N E  APPEARING f N  SHE 0 0 5 3 4  
CORPUI t w J~IURNAL 1 2  1 1969 - @EIGtNVALYES OF A*X = LAMBOA*b*X 0 0 5 3 5  
u l l n  ~ A N U  SYMMLTRIC A AND t i @  OY G. Y~IERS + J.H. YILKINSON 6 0 5 3 6  
00537 
E I l E k N A L  FUNCl  0 0 5 3 8  
HEAL I N l t N P  0 0 5 3 9  
0 0 5 4 0  
J I S  COUNT U). I l E R A T I l W S .  0 0 5 4  I 
1 3 s U  0 0 5 4 2  
A m AL 0 0 5 4 3  
b = bn 0 0 5 4 4  
6 0 5 4 5  
t V A L U A l t  F U N C l I U N  A 1  LEFT  (A)  AN0 R IGHT  (8)  M A C K E l S m  0 0 5 4 6  
A f  = kUNCT ( A )  0 0 5 4 7  
0F  = t u h C 1  ( 0 1  0 0 5 4 0  
0 0 5 4 9  
TrtE FULLUwlNG ITHNOUGH STAILMENT 3) DtTEAMlMCS If THE FUUCT lON 1s OF 0 0 5 5 0  
U P W S l l L  S I G N  AT 1 t iE  tNOPOlNTS GIVEN. , . 0 0 5 5  I 
I S M  = A , GO552 
1 k  (bf- - HUOTI  21 75, 3 0 0 5 5 3  
2 I S M  = -1 Ol r554  
3 1) ( IA ) .  - ROOT1 * 1SWI  50, 801 85 0 0 5 5 5  
0 0 5 5 6  
S T A T t M t k T  5 1NCREMtN lS  THE COUNlER J i  F I R S T  T I M E  fHROUU( GO TO 501  0 0 5 5 7  
5 J = J + 1  0 0 5 5 8  
0 0 5 5 9  
Ik C t F l  B k A C K t T  t IAS 'SAME ' F U K T I C W  VALUE AS R I W T  USE B I S E C T l p N -  0 0 5 6 0  
0 1 k R w l S t p  S t 7  U P  I I I TLRPULAILD  P O I N T  FOR POSSIBLC USE. 0 0 5 6  1 
I f  ( A B S I  I A F  - OFb /bF )  - 1.E-5) 101 101 I 5  0 0 5 6 2  
10 1 ~ 1 t h ~  S. f i l ~ t C 1  9 0 5 6 3  
Gb TO 2 0  0 0 5 6 4  
I 5  1 N l t R P  = I A * h F  - 0*AF + I B - A ) * R M T )  / (BF-AF) 0Ot rbS 
0 0 5 6 6  
I F  Y I l H l N  A TOLERANCE OF T H t  BRACKET B r  MOVE THE 1NTERPOLATPO POINT  0 0 5 6 7  
ONL TULtUANCE AMAV. 9 0 5 6 8  
20 1f I I A ~ S I  lNTtWP-trJ/A0StlNTERP+BI I +.*TOLI 2 2 @ 2 3 # 2 3  0 0 5 6 9  
22 I N l L h P  = B + I C  - 8 )  / ABS (C - 8 )  TOL 0 0 5 1 0  
0 0 5  7 I, 
SET A=tr I n  I S  ALWAYS THE P O I N T  WITH SRALL tST  (ADS) VALUE OF FUUCT1ON.00572 
2 3 A r B  0 0 5 7 3  .. 
AF = bF 9 0 5 7 4  
0 0 5 7 5  
CSL POINT CLOSEST 10 B ( INTERP W1 B l S t C T I  AS NEW B AND EVALUATE BF. 0 0 5 7 6  
16  I ( l h f E H P  - B I S E C T )  ( B  - I N T E R P I )  30, 2 3 r  25 6 0 5 7 7  
2 5  0 = INTERP 0 0 5 7 0  
GO TO 3 5  0 0 5  19 
30 b D l S t C T  6 0 5 8 0  
3 5  bF = t U N C T ( B 1  C O ~  b 1 
BERM = &F  - ROOT 005 
C 005 
C I F  CF I S  UI THE SAHE S IDE  OF THE ROOT AS BFm LET P O I N T  C P O I Y T  A. 005 
60 I F  1 t C k  - R O O T )  LKC(RI 55, 15' 50 005 
5 O C = A  005 
CF = AF 003 
C 0 0 5  
C I F  CP I S  CLOSER I A B S )  TO ROOT THAN B F *  W I T C H  P O I N T f  8 C o  005 
C I h  A N Y  C A S t  . 8 ANU C A R t  THE TWO B R A C U T S  r ALSO 8F If CLOSER TO THE005 
C ROOT THAN CF 1s- 
55 I F  l A O S t 8 F  - ROOT) - ABS1CF - R 0 0 f l )  60. 601 57 
5 7 4  r t l  
A6  I F  
L, = C  
bF = CF 
c = A  
C F  - AF 
C 
C SE1  UP BISECTICW POINT-  ZF CLOSE E W U ~ H I  F I N I Y I  UP- OTHERYISL 60 
C MACK 1F I T E R A T I U N  COUNT DOESN'l EXCLED MAXIMUM. 
60 B l S t C l  = 10 + C )  / 2. 
I t  1 t AbS lblSLCT-bJ/A8S1BISECT+B~ 1 -2-*TCR ) 7 5 r 6 5 r 6 5  
65 I F  1 J  - I l t R )  5, 101 70 
70 W R I T ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ) J , ~ ~ , B ~ . L , C F  
1000 f U h H A l  4 1HU/// 30x1 ' IN F A L Z I P m  AFIER'  I I +r ' ITERATIONS'  // 
1 I l ia '  ' b R A C K t l  1 a ' r  615.8. 5Xm 'FUNCTION ', 61508/ 
2 1 ~ x 1  ' B k L l k t l  2 x ' 9  6 1 5 - b r  5 x 1  ' f U N T I O N  = '. 615.8/ 
3 5X. 'URALKLT 1 W A S  UtT l lRNLlJ  AS R t S U L T - ' )  
7 s  t A L Z 1 Y  = 8 
VY * bF 
R t l U h N  




PRATT & WITNEY AIRCRAFT OIVXSIO)( 
fC.PANL18.L4 
n 
XPt 1 ) = PXt I )  
R P t 1  = PRt I) 
T H k T A P t I I  * T H P t l ) * D E G R A D  
40 CWT INUE 
C 
0 0  60 I=lrNMOD€S 
MODE (I = H t I )  
HUI 1 I H U S l I )  
I M A V E ~ ' ~  b a l b I R ( I )  
~ n u i l )  = m t l )  
PHIMU( 1 1 PH! 11 I DE~RAD 




bO 8 0  J t l r Z O  
OU 80 l=AnZO 
E W l  l r  J I  - 0.0 




C CALCULAI E kA01  AN FREQUENCI 
C 




C SET INOICATDR FOR ERROR SOURCE STANDARD DEVIATfOWS 
C 
I F (  SIGHAX ) 200, 100, 200 
A00 I F (  SIGMAR ) 2M)r 1201 200  
1 2 0  I F (  SIGHAT I 2Oar 1 4 0 8  2 0 0  
140 1Ft  SICDRAB I 200. 160. 200  
1 6 0  I F 1  SlWlAP ) 2001 180s 200  
1bO 1DkV = 0 t 
60 TO 9999 
200  l t E V  = 1 
GO m 9999 
c 
C EN0 OF DATA SET 
C 
9998  END = 1 
9999 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTIN€ W C A L I  VALUE, DELTA, K W ,  R16HT ) 
C 
C T H l  S SUBROUl INE  CALCULATES THE CHARACTERISTIC NWBERD K W  
C 
EXTERNAL BESL l r  BESL2 
COMMUN /CMSlNT/ OUR1 l 3 I  r S I f hA r  OUM2t5) 
R t A L  KMUI L t F T  
3 0  lOLUS = 0 
IMllvUS = 0 
35 I F (  SIGMA 1 50, 40, SO 
C 
ORIGINAL PAGE a 
OF WOR Q U ~  
PkATT L WHITNEV AIRCRAFT OfV1SfON 
SCaPANLIBmL4 
40 KMU = BESL24 VALUE 1 
GO m a 
SO K M  B E S L l t  VALUE 1 
C 
60 I F 1  WIU ) 801 65.  70 
6 5  R I C H 1  VALUE 
60 f O  130 
7 0  l P L U S  - 1 
GO TO 90 
80 I N I N U S  = 1 
C 
C DETtRMlNE I F  LEFT AN0 RIGHT BRACKETS HAVE BEEN FOCWIO. 
C 
90 I F (  I P L U S  oEQm 1 aANDm IMfNUS aEQ. 1 ) 60 TO 100 
C 
C 8RAtKETS NOT F O W a  RECVLE. 
c 
VALUSV - V A L m  
VALUE - O t L l A  + VALUE 
GO m 3s 
c 
C BRACKETS FOUND. CALCULATE KWU 
C 
100 LEFT * VALUSV 1 
R IGHT - VALUE 
I F t  SIGMA ) 1101 120. 110 




C T H I S  SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE CHARACTtRlSTIC NUMBERS K W  AM0 OW 
C 
COHHON /moors/ n o o ~ c s o ~ ~  mrrso). xwrvrtso, 
CGMHON / K W U  KMUt 5 0 1  r Q W f  5 0 )  
COMHCM / 6 t S S L /  lS1CNa JSIGhrr UELKRUe TOCp Me P I  
CGHHCN /CNSTNf/ DUHA(2) r  NMODES. SIGMA. OUN245) 
REAL unu. UnupRn 
C 
DO 130 I= l rNMODES 
C 
C CALCULAIE ORDER FOR BESSEL FUNCTION EVALUATlOM 
bRAK rL n 
I t 4  1S16N .CEO 0 ) C O T O M t  I i 
1. 
t. N t C A l l V C  ORDER. I F  EVEN* SIGN OF BESSEL H l N C T r O l l  MILL be *A. I F  000, 
C SlbN 0 )  BESSEL F U N C T I M  M I L L  8 E  -Lo 
C 
IF( t n / z I + z .€a. n r ISICE( L 
C 
20 NUMUS = M u t I r  1 
C o o s o 3  
c CALCULATE CMARACTLAISTIC NUMBER mu CORRESPMOINC m mot c r 1 AND nut I 1oob i i 4  
C 1tit v A L U t  UF KCIU W I L L  BE  HE Wt1)+1 ROOT OF THE EQUAT l O N  O E F l M l N C  0 0 8 0 5  
C THE SYSTEM OF SlMULTANEOUS EOUATIONS 0 0 0 0 6  
C 008 
KIWPRM = 0.0 . 0 0 8  
00 40 Jt1,NUHMUS 0 0 9  
1 ~ 1  M , ~ P I O . A ~ D . J . E O * ~ )  G O V O W  068 
CALL KnUCAL l  BRAUTLm OELKIIU. KWPRMr  BRAKfR ) 0 0 8  
bkAKTL  = BdAKTR 008 
40 CWIT XNUt 0 0 8  
K I W I  1) = WUPRM 0 0 8  
C 0 0 9  
c CALCULATE CHARACIERISTIC IUUM~ER anu CORRESP~JDIMG m rmbrtrr ANO nutr)ooe 
C I F  1ht t l l l l ) / l l P  R A l I O  I S  ZtRO, SET OMU TO ZEHO AH0 CONTlMUE , 0 0 8  
C 066 
0 0 8  
8 0  1 F l  K M U l I )  
90 CALL B E S J i  
tnn1 
CALL B t S J l  
CALL BESYt  
EMJ 
C k V  
CALL B E S Y l  




CALL b E S J 1  
CALL B k S J l  
CALL 0 t S Y t  






van a v 2 s m  %o L~.SO.OO 
P M T T  & W l T N E V  AIRCRAFT O X V I S I O N  
SLoPANLIB.L4 
K X ( 1  J = RAflDEC U 4 1 J  
30 CON1 INUE / 
C 
00 35 I = l r N W 0 0 E S  
P H ~ N U ~  1 J * RADDEG W I H U l  I I 
AHUDB( 1) a 20- ALOGlO4 A H U l X J  / REFPRS 8 
35 CONl INUE 
C 
I F 4  f D t V  A € .  0 J 60 TO 50 
00 4 9  l = ~ @ N n o D t S  
O t V b b f  I) 20. ACOG10( 1- + S I G A H t I )  / A W U t I )  1 
40 LON1 IRUc 
C 
00 4 5  l= l rNCIOOES 
DIVSUR 1- / AMU~IJ 
X A L U H Y I I  J = DIVSOR SURT l  XACUMPl I  1 J 
C~ACLIMP~I )  = DIVSOR * SORT( RACOMP(1 J J 
IACOHPI  1 J = DIVSOR SORT( TACOMP(1 J J 
BACOMC4IJ = OIVSOR SORT( B A C O N P t I J  1 
P A u w t l )  = I ~ ~ V S O R   SORT^ PACCIMP~S J J 
XPCDMYI I )  = S U T t  XPCOWPI I )  J  
R P C U M P l I )  = S U A l (  R Y C U H P t I )  J  
lYCuMY(  1 ) r SUR'II TYCcrMP( I J 1 
b Y ~ u H t - 4  1) = S b R l (  UPCGMPt I 1 I 
P P C u H r I I J  = SU&Tt PPCOHP4 I) J 
45 C U h I l N U t  
C 
5f' bLJ 53  I=L,NHODtS 
GIVSOK = 1.0 I ~ n u t l ~  
A k t r S M 4  1 J = OIVSOR SUR14 ARNSUMl I  ) 1 
A X l r S u n l l 1  r. UIVSOR SORT( A X H S l H t I  ) b 
~ l r ~ S l J M t 1 ~  = UIVSOR SORT ( A lNSUM(1)  J 
A t N S U U I l )  = O l V S O R * S O R T ( A H N S U I I t 1 ) )  
APNSUR4IJ  = OlVSOR S Q P T t  A Y N S W t I )  1 
YRNSUMl l J  + SOR1( PRNSUMt I  J J 
PXIISUN( 11 = 5 0 W l t  P X N S U M l l  J  J 
F l t r l b t l I l )  = S W 7 1  PINSUM( I) ) 
P b N s U H O l  = SORT( YBNsUM4lJ  ) 
P P N S U M l i )  = SORT( PPNSUMt I  J J 
55  C W I  I N U t  
C 
C CONVEHT * N V  NEGA'IIVE ANGLES TO P O S I T I V E  ANGLES fm PRRNTIWC 
C 
CALL ANGCOSt Y H I H U r  NMODES 1 
CALL ANGYOSf PHASER, NPRED ) 
C 
C P R I N T  INPUT VARIABLES 
c 
WRlT€ ( l . 9000 )  
WRIT E l b 1 9 O O l )  NMEAS' NPRED, NHOOES 
9001 F t W A T 4  //r T S b r  ' m e .  INPUT  VARIABLES .r.'r //. TS* 'NUMBER OF H E A 0 0 9 5 1  
LSUREMtNT L O C A T I N S  1 'r 12. 1 5 1 1  (NUMBER PREDICT ION LOCATIONS a 0 0 9 5 2  
O R I G ~ A C  P U E  IS 
OF POOR QUAI STY^ 
P U T T  6 YHITWEY AIRCRAFT D I V I S I O N  
SC.PANLlBeL4 
2 12, 196, @NUMBER OF t M W E r R U I  SETS - O r  12 I 00 
W R I T E 4 6 r 9 0 0 2 I  00 
9 0 0 2  FURMAT4 //r 18, INPUT  MODES o r e r r  //r T s @  'WJE'm T h  00 
1 @CIRCUHFEA E N 1  I A L ' '  T34, 'RADIAL@, T 4 l r  @WAVE@, /r 116, ' @MOO€ WUBEOO 
2 R n r  134,  'ORDER', 145, @INDICATOR'  I 00 
UO 60 l=l,NUODES 00 
W R l T t l b , 9 0 0 3 )  I* M D D E t I I r  M t l ) r  I U A V E ( 1 )  SO 
9003 FORMAld 5 1 r  12,  11Xe  14r 13x1 121 1 1 X r  12 I 00 
60 CONTINUt  00 
C 00 
C P R I N T  REFERENCE VALUES 0 0 
C 00 
Y W I T E t b r 9 0 0 4 I  REFPRS 00 
9004 FCRMAl (  ///r 1x1 ' .e r REFERENCE VALUES r e  e'@ //r T S r  @REFERENCE M O O  
1ESSURt  * 'r E9.4 I 00 
C 00 
C P R I N T  l t  ST GtOMETRY AND C-I T IONS 
C 
P U T T  & Y H I I N E V  AIRCRAFT O I V I S I O N  
S C o P A N L I I o L I  
OBIGMAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QU.4LIW 

P M T T  & W I T M E 7  AIRCRAFT D l V l S l O M  
SC.PANLIB.L* 
E THIS SU~~RIJUTIM~ SOLVES A MA I ISA svswn OIC s l w L r A m w s  EOUA:IO)S o l i ~ n  
C M A V I N  COMPLEX C O t F f l C l t N T S  USXMG GAUSSIAN E L I M l M A T I O N  METHOD. 0 1 1 2 9  
C 0 1 1 3 0  
C W P L L X  A ( 5 O r l ) r  C ( l ) r  S A V t r  ZtRO 0 1 1 3 1  
D A T I  ZERO / (0.010.0) / 0 1 1 3 2  
C 0 1 1 3 3  
SNGUL 0.0 01136 
90 2 4 0  I * l r N A  0 1 1 3 5  
C ' 0 1 1 3 6  
C P I  NO MAXIM* ELEMENT I N  Jl'H C O L U W r  mYS 1*1 to MA 01 \37  
r 011 ) A  
2 0  VALMX - CABS4 A t I r l B  J 
uz - t  
00 80 WZ=J l rNA  
B CABS4 A l K Z r I )  J 
1F I  VALMX - 0 1 401 401 60 
k 0  VALMX = 0 
M t  = KZ 
60 CON1 INUt 
C 
c ~NTERCI~ANGE ROY CONTAINING M u c l n u n  WITH ITH ma; 
C 
bU bO l K r l r N B  
SAVL A I X r l K )  
A ( 1 r l K )  = A l M Z r l K B  
A 1 M Z r I ) O  SAVE 
8 0  COIUT 1NUf. 
ZOO CONT INUE 
2 2 0  LOEtl INUE 
240  CUNT YNUE 
C 
C SOLVE FOL COEFFICIENTS 
C 
260  0 0  280  MZ=lmNA 
c t nz  1 = ZERO 
2 8 0  CONTINUE 
CINA) = AtNA,k 
NC = N A - 1  
11 = 1 
DO 320 IZ=l.NC 
K K = NA 
CILZ 1 = AILZ,UB) 
DO 300 N = l r I l  
CILZ 1 = C8LZI  - -  CIKK) AILZrKKB 
K h S K K - 1  
300 CUNTINUE 
11 = I i + l  




P O l l 9 6 ,  C 01197  
C 1H1S SLMltUUIINE SETS UP AND SOLVES W E  EWATICW SYSTEM ASSOCIATE0 dITHOl1YA 
OR@& PAGE 19 
OF POOR Qu ,XSsSY 
, 
i t  L i I . i . .  i , 
P R A T I  C Y n l t N E V  AIRCRAFT D I V I S I O N  
SC.PANLIBmL4 
L Q t  1 d )  
1 A l H A G t  K X t J )  1 ) 
€ Q l  t l e d )  E U t  l rJ )  
2 0  COB1 l k U t  
C 
C SET U P  R l G H I  HAND S l U E  
C 
~ Q ( ~ ~ R M O D E S + L D  B k T A t I )  CEXP( CWUt 0.0. P S I ( I )  ) 1 
E 0 1 t I r N n O D E S + l )  = EQtI.NIYIDES+1) 
40 C W l  l W t  
C 
C SOLVt  t O U A l l O N  SVSTEM 
C 
CALL s lnwc i  €4, ANSWER, MEAS, moors+r, s w r n  1 
1 F t  3hbIIl.R 60, 8 0 1  60 + 
C 
C tRRUR - SINbULAR MATRIX. T t R h I N A T E  € l t C U T I O N  
C 
60 hnl knoots + 1 
WklTEib . lOOU)  1 t E Q l t l r J ) . J ~ l r N W l  ) r l = l r M E A S  1 




C CALCULATE AMPLITUDE AND PHASE VALUES 
C 
80 L O  LOO 1 ~ 1 , N W D E S  
A W t  1 1  - C A ~ S ~  ANSI~R~I) ) 
PHIMUt  I ) A I A N Z t  A IHAGt  A N S Y E R I I )  )r REAL( A N S U E R t I )  ) ) 
100 C W i l B U t  
C 
9999 R L l U R N  
k NO 
S U ~ ~ U I ~ N E  SEN STY^ Q, man I 
C 
C T H I S  SUBWOUl I N €  CALCULATES ThE S E N S I T I V I l V  COEFF lC lENT  f ASSOCIATED 
C Y I T H  THE t O U A t l 0 N  SYSTEM 
C 
D l H t  NSIDM tMUAVGt5Om5O)w f ROYt5O) r  1COLtSO)  
CLHYLLX K X ,  €01, TERM, Z ~ R O ,  Sun, u t M l l M , N D l M l *  DET 
WCAL *MU 
CW%ON / U t R I V S /  DAMDRN~50*50) .  D A f i I I N S I S O e 5 0 ) ~  DPHDRN~5&50),  
1 D P t I I N S t 5 0 p 5 0 ) r  DAHDXN(50,50), DAHXNSt50e501*  
2 DPHOXN150r50)e DPHXNS~SOI~O),  DAMDTNt50rSO)w 
P U T T  & Y H l T N E V  AIRCRAFT D I V I S I O N  
S C a P A N L l B a L *  
V E R  07/25/11 
9.0 12.50.00 
OPMRNStWrLJ OPHmNIK ,L )  ** 2 
0 0  CChTlNUE 
100 CcJNlINUk 
C 
C CALCULATE OERIVAT lV€S  WITH RESPECT 10 X 
VER 
9.0 
SU(M - 0.0 
00 520 I ~ l r W k A S  
SUOI DPMTNStIrJ) S W  
520 CON1 lNUE 
PTNSUN~J) - wnn 
540 COkTINUE 
DO 660 J*leNHOOES 
swrc = 0.0 
00 644 l*l.NMEAS 
S UMM ' DAHPNStlr JD + SUUI 
640 CLNI IkUC 
A Y N ~ H ~ J B  = sunn 
660 COh I 1NUC 
GO 700 SmlrNMODES 
SUMH = 0.0 
DO 680 I-leNHEAS 
SWM DPHPNStIeJ) + SWM 
680 CONTINU& 
PPNSIIIItJD = SUHM 
100 CWIINUE 
CALCULATt COkFFlCItNTS OF MVIATION FOR EACH RUDE I f  REQUESTED 




C THIS SUbROUIlNE INVLRTS A COWLEX RATRIX. T H I S  Pn0CE-E MAS AmlfFD 
C FRO& Thk IBH S C l E N T l F I C  SUPROWINE PACK&€ 
C 
DlHLNSION 1 I l ) e  M I 1 1  
CGHPLtX A I l l r  B l G A r  HOLDI Or O N t r  ZERO 
OAWA ZLRO / IO.Or0-0) /r ONE / d loOr0oO)  / 
C 
C SEARLM FLA THt LARGEST CLEMENT 
C 
0 - ONE I 
k K  = -N 
00 380 K s l r N  
rJK * N + N K  
L t K )  = K 
H t K l  = K 
ma = K + M  
81bA = A t K K j  
00 6 0  J r K r N  
1 z = N * t  J - 1 )  
DO 60 I a K r N  
c 
C INTERCHANGE ROWS 
c 
J = L t K j  
ORIGINAL PAGE it 
OE POOR QUAtITY 
VER 
9.0 
I F 1  3 - K J 
60 K I  S K - M  
00 100 X d e N  
K 1 = N + K l  
nou -A(KIJ 
J 1 = K l - K + J  
A (kI1 I. A(J1)  
A(J1 8 HOLD 
1 0 0  CONtlNUE 
C 
C INTERCWNGE COLUWNS 
C 
1 2 0  I = n l ~ l  
I P l  1 - K J 1 6 0 1  180. 110 
140 JP = N * 1 1 - 1 )  
00 160 J*l,N 
JK = N N + J  , 
JI  = J P + J  
HOLD rn -AtJK) 
A4JKJ - AdJIJ  
A t 3 1  J = HOLD 
160 cwrlnuti 
C 
C D l V l b t  CaCUWN BY MINUS PIVOT f VALUE OF PIVOT IS C ~ T A I N E D  I N  I ICA ,  J 
C 
180 I F (  C A I S l  8IGA J 1 200, 200, 220 
200 0 ZERO 
co m 99.9 
220 GO 2UJ I*A,N 
I F (  1 - k I 240, 2601 240 
240 1K = W + I  
A t  1K l A f J K I  I 1 -0lCA ) 
2 6 0  CCWJTINUE t 
C REOUCt M r T R I X  
C 
00 320 I * l r N  
1 K = N N * 1  
HOLD A f I K l  
I J - 1 - H  
DO 320 J'leN 
I J = f J + M  
I f 1  I - K J 280, 320, 280 
280 I F (  J - K ) 3001 3201 300 
300 UJ = I J - I + &  
A f I J )  HOLD A 1 U B  + A t l J )  
320  CON1 l N U t  
l F t  J - K I 
340 AIKJI - AtKJ) I OICA 
360 CWT lNUE 
c 
C CALCULATE OETERRINANT 
C 
0 D BICA 
C 
C REPLACE PIVOT BY RECIPROCAL 
C 
A1KK I me 0 BICA 
380 CONTINUE 
C 
C FlWAL ROY AND COLUMN INTERCHAWCE 
C 
I( N 
400 K + & - I  
Sf1 K I 999% -We 420 
420 1 = L t U I  
1PI I - K 1 4801 +@Om 440 
440 36, * M e  4 % - 1  B 
JR = N * t I - 1 )  
0 0  460 J-1.N 
JK = J Q + J  
HWD AtJKI 
J 1 - J R + J  
htJKI  - -A131I 
A(J1I * HOLD 
460 CrnTlNUIE 
480 J = MIK) 
lC1 J - I (  I 
500 Kt - K - N  
DO 520 l - l r l l  
K 1 = N + K 1  
 OLD - ~ t ~ f  I 
J I r K 1 - K + J  
A h 1  1 = - 4 t J I I  





**a** AbOVE ACTlOW SlflSFACfmILV COMPLETED *We* 
VCR o v n s m  
9.0 82050.00 
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000 

